PREP #15 ... the Lit Review Outline (an outline derived from your Bib)

Using the highlighted hardcopy you created in class on Thursday/Friday of Week 2:4, construct an outline of your review of the relevant scholarly literature from your Annotated Bib. Do NOT organize it by source. Organize it by theme (an overarching idea that involves multiple sources). Identify where each work will be cited within that outline. Review some high-scoring papers’ Lit Reviews as a guide.

(You’ll be using this outline to write your Lit Review before the end of November.)

---

PREP #16 ... some peer feedback & a reflection on it (2 paragraphs total)

- Share your PREP folder with a peer from your Research class. Ask him/her to review your final IRB (the one emailed to you with my signature), the most current version of your Annotated Bib, and the rough draft of your Methods section (PREP #14). Ask him/her for some specific (paragraph-length) critical feedback on each of those documents by email. Include their feedback here; cite it in APA (see below).

  (F. Lastname, personal communication, Month 16, 2017).

- Below their cited feedback, reflect on the most useful feedback you received from him/her. How did this, or how will this influence your project?

---

PREP #17 ... just two reflection questions (full paragraphs for each)

- If you could ask any expert in the world a question about your project, what would the question be and whom would you ask?
- Explain different means you have used to determine whether an idea or approach will be useful to your project. Include at least two specific examples.

---

PREP #18 ... an out-of-field peer review & a reflection question (full paragraphs for each)

- Seek out a peer conducting a research project but in an entirely unrelated field or subject. After reviewing and providing feedback on each other’s current product (specifically your Methods, and Lit Review, and Results sections) thus far, reflect on the most useful criticism you received from him/her. How can you use this feedback to improve your project?

- Which of your sources from your Annotated Bib was the most influential for you, and in what way is this apparent in your current product? Why was this the case?